
GENDER AND STEREOTYPING IN MULAN A FILM BY WALT DISNEY

Disney's "Mulan" came out right around the time my generation started watching movies in earnest. Long after Disney's
Golden Age.

Political correctness as intense as this film's leaves gray-faced, yellow-eyed Huns as the only group available
for demonization. Conversely, if Shang built his affection from the moment he met Ping to the conclusion of
the narrative, then the romance has a full, almost classical narrative arc. Even "Moana"â€” in some ways a
spiritual heir to "Lilo and Stitch" and "Mulan"â€”skips romance in avoidance of the well-worn Disney tropes.
In fact, the elderly Asian community in general is commonly stereotyped as being wise, as is apparent in
Mulan; the elder ancestor spirit, the Emperor, and the grandmother are all portrayed as wise, using metaphors
throughout the film. This is even more jarring after we spend a good deal of time watching Mulan not only
meet her fellow soldier's feats of strength, but outdo them. In the movie, Mulan is discovered to be a woman
and is directly abandoned by her fellow soldiers, left shivering in the snow alone. One major stereotypical
element of the movie is its physical portrayal of the invaders of China, the Huns. Tweet Disney's " Mulan "
came out right around the time my generation started watching movies in earnest. In the final scene of the
film, Mulan has fully unveiled her identity and Shang still wants to marry her. She has been asked by her
family and her community to fulfill a role of abject conservative femininity. She is called a hero and gains the
respect of the men. In this scene, there is an Asian man who speaks about calculations and does math on an
abacus. The elevator pitch for the film is, "Young woman fills in for her ailing father to fight in the Emperor's
army by pretending to be a man, outshines her male counterparts and then saves China. The Great Debaters 4.
This portrays traditional Chinese values as focused on breeding calm, obedient, poised, silent girls whose sole
aim is to marry a husband and bear children. The song is naturally triumphant instilling in these soldiers that to
be real men, they must be strong, fast, powerful, and mysterious When animation strains to mimic
overpopulated live-action films, it loses sight of its own magical ability to envision wondrous, fanciful things
we could not otherwise see. Bankcroft and Cook take a riskier approach: break down the traditional Disney
romantic path down piece by piece instead of sidestepping it. Only when her soldier friends come to visit do
they learn that Mulan is indeed a woman. This paper will analyze this theory using examples of the various
stereotypes used in the film and how they may affect the audience. This is significant. When he hollers ''Call
out for egg roll! However, she has received an injury and her secret is revealed. Men and Body Image. The
Huns all wear dark colors, while the Chinese army wears white when they finally accomplish their physical
training. They brazenly push ahead with their task following a woman's lead, no less and deal with Shan-Yu in
the process. She is glorified as a heroine and offered employment under the imperial crown which she
thankfully refuses. Despite this, Mulan, and other Disney films alike, takes the easier, more entertaining way
out and includes various stereotypes and inaccuracies. The scene opens with a rousing and arguably ironic
rendition of "A Girl Worth Fighting For" as each soldier pitches in their vision of the perfect woman. She is,
as discussed, a fascinating marriage of masculine and feminine identity. And when Asians are represented ,
not everyone is receptive to seeing our stories being told. Many young women find many young men to be
attractive sexually. In the other sense, the viewer sees that Mulan has proven her self-worth and independence
while retaining her cultural identity; these things do not have to be mutually exclusive. Their lack of protest is
a statement from the filmmakers; once again, they challenge the notion that femininity and male identity are
mutually exclusive, and that femininity represents weakness.


